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frans post 34 unknown drawings at the rijksmuseum
June 5th, 2020 - the first European artist who painted landscapes and therefore of South Africa but as we now know also animals in Brazil, Frans Post, contemporary of Frans Hall, traveled in 1636 to Dutch Brazil at the invitation of Johan Maurits of Nassau Siegen. Slingeraap Frans Post 1612-1680'

'frans janszoon post 1612 1680 agosto 2012
May 28th, 2020 - P Corrêa do Lago and B Corrêa do Lago Frans Post 1612-1680 Milan 2007 p. 315 cat no 134 reproduced catalogue note Frans Post's career is a mystery prior to his historic voyage to Brazil as part of the retinue of Prince Johan Maurits of Nassau Siegen, which set sail on 25 October 1636'.

'curious creatures frans post and brazil historians of
May 7th, 2020 - In 1636 the artist Frans Post 1612-1680 travelled to Brazil then a Dutch colony under the patronage of Governor Johan Maurits of Nassau Post spent seven years drawing the exotic flora and fauna of Brazil'.

'frans post landscape in brazil 139 national
gallery
June 4th, 2020 - Frans Post was born and trained in Haarlem in 1636. He travelled to Brazil in the suite of Prince Jan Maurits of Nassau, who was the Governor of the country which was then a Dutch colony. Post returned to Haarlem in 1644 where he established himself as a very successful specialist painting Brazilian landscapes'.

'frans post a brazilian landscape the met
April 12th, 2020 - Frans Janszoon Post 17 November 1612-17 February 1680 was a painter during the Dutch Golden Age. He was the first European artist to paint landscapes of the Americas during and after the period of Dutch Brazil. In 1636 he travelled to Dutch Brazil in northeast of South America at the invitation of the Governor Johan Maurits of Nassau Siegen'.

'FRANS POST S ORIGINAL BRAZILIAN DRAWINGS NOW AT RIJKSMUSEUM
May 6th, 2020 - Amsterdam The Netherlands in the Noord Hollands Archief Haarlem 34 completely unknown drawings by Frans Post 1612-1680 have been discovered. The Seventeenth Century artist from Haarlem who worked in Brazil between 1637 and 1644 is famous for the paintings of Brazilian landscapes that he produced after his return to the Netherlands'.

FRANS POST S ORIGINAL BRAZILIAN DRAWINGS NOW AT RIJKSMUSEUM
May 6th, 2020 - Amsterdam The Netherlands in the Noord Hollands Archief Haarlem 34 completely unknown drawings by Frans Post 1612-1680 have been discovered. The Seventeenth Century artist from Haarlem who worked in Brazil between 1637 and 1644 is famous for the paintings of Brazilian landscapes that he produced after his return to the Netherlands'.

FRANS POST S ORIGINAL BRAZILIAN DRAWINGS NOW AT RIJKSMUSEUM
May 6th, 2020 - Amsterdam The Netherlands in the Noord Hollands Archief Haarlem 34 completely unknown drawings by Frans Post 1612-1680 have been discovered. The Seventeenth Century artist from Haarlem who worked in Brazil between 1637 and 1644 is famous for the paintings of Brazilian landscapes that he produced after his return to the Netherlands'.
In 1636, the Haarlem-born artist Frans Post (1612–1680) travelled to the Dutch colony of Brazil in the retinue of the governor Johan Maurits of Nassau Siegen who had been charged with securing the new colony and making it even more profitable by increasing the number of sugar plantations.

*FRANS POST DUTCH 1612 1680 GETTY MUSEUM*

June 1st, 2020 - 1612 1680 ROLES ARTIST NATIONALITY DUTCH BORN HAARLEM THE NETHERLANDS DIED HAARLEM THE NETHERLANDS ONE OF THE FIRST EUROPEAN TRAINED ARTISTS TO PAINT IN THE AMERICAS FRANS POST ACAPONIED THE NEWLY APPOINTED DUTCH GOVERNOR ON AN EXPEDITION TO THE COLONY OF BRAZIL FROM 1637 TO 1644 PROBABLY TAUGHT BY HIS PAINTER FATHER WHO WAS'¥FRANS POST 1612 1680 CATALOGUE RAISONNE ABEBOOKS*

May 6th, 2020 - THE FIRST CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF FRANS POST 1612 1680 PUBLISHED IN OVER THIRTY YEARS THE FIRST TO BE PUBLISHED IN OVER THIRTY YEARS THIS LONG AWAITED CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ COVERS THE WORK OF FRANS POST HAARLEM 1612 HAARLEM 1680 THE FIRST ARTIST FROM THE OLD WORLD TO PAINT THE LANDSCAPE OF THE AMERICAS ON THE BASIS OF FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE'¥FRANS JANSZON POST 1612 1680 BLOGGER*

April 29th, 2020 - FRANS JANSZON POST 1612 1680 WAS A DUTCH PAINTER HE WAS THE FIRST EUROPEAN ARTIST TO PAINT LANDSCAPES OF AMERICA IN 1636 HE TRAVELED TO DUTCH BRAZIL AT THE INVITATION OF JOHAN MAURITS VAN NASSAU SIEGEN'

*frans Post About 1612 1680 National Gallery London*

June 3rd, 2020 - About 1612 1680 Post Was Born And Trained In Haarlem In 1636 He Travelled To Brazil In The Entourage Of Prince Johan Maurits Of Nassau Who Was

Governor Of The Country Then A Dutch Colony'

*frans Jansz Post 1612 1680 Genealogy*

May 22nd, 2020 - Frans Janszoon Post 1612 1680 Was A Dutch Painter He Was The First European Artist To Paint Landscapes Of The New World He Was The First European Artist To Paint Landscapes Of The New World In 1636 He Traveled To Dutch
Brazil At The Invitation Of Johan Maurits Van Nassau Siegen

FRANS POST 4

ARTWORKS BIO AMP SHOWS ON ARTSY
MAY 27TH, 2020 - FIND THE LATEST SHOWS BIOGRAPHY AND ARTWORKS FOR SALE BY FRANS POST'

sehepunkte rezension von frans post 1612 1680
April 23rd, 2020 - rezension über león krempel hg frans post 1612 1680 maler des verlorenen paradieses
petersberg michael imhof verlag 2006 167 s 50 farb 40 s w abb isbn 978 3 86568 116 4 eur 39 95'

frans post animals in brazil press releases press
June 4th, 2020 - sloth frans post 1612 1680 watercolor and gouache with pen and black ink over graphite c 1638 1643 translated inscription sloth two and a half feet in size is so slow that it takes more than a day to climb into a tree in which its food grows and thus suffers from great hunger'

frans janszoon post paintings
May 16th, 2020 - frans janszoon post 17 november 1612 17 february 1680 was a dutch painter he was the first european artist to paint landscapes of the americas and therefore of south america'

creator Frans Post Wikimedia Mons
June 8th, 2020 - Frans Post 1612 1680 Alternative Names Frans Jansz Post

Description Dutch Printmaker Painter And Draughtsman Date Of Birth Death 17 November 1612 Baptised 17 November 1612 17 February 1680 Buried 17 February 1680

Location Of Birth Death Haarlem Haarlem Work Period 1637 1680 Work Location,

'FRANS POST 1612 1680 5 CONTINENTS EDITIONS
MAY 9TH, 2020 - FRANS POST 1612 1680 IS THE FIRST TRAINED ARTIST FROM THE OLD WORLD TO PAINT LANDSCAPES
OF THE AMERICAS. HE SPENT SEVEN YEARS OF HIS LIFE IN BRAZIL, 1637-1644, WHERE HE PAINTED CANVASES THAT ARE HIGHLY REGARDED TODAY AND WERE SUBJECT TO AN EXHIBITION ANIZED BY THE LOUVRE MUSEUM IN 2005.

FRANS POST 1612-1680 CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ (2007).

JUNE 2ND, 2020 - Get This From A Library. Frans Post 1612-1680 Catalogue Raisonné.


JUNE 1ST, 2020 - Media in category Frans Post. The following 18 files are in this category out of 18 total files. Frans Post 1612 births 1680 deaths post.

Surname Frans given name Painters from the Northern Netherlands before 1830.

Draughtsmen from the Northern Netherlands before 1830.

FRANS JANSZOOON POST 1612-1680 THE SUGAR MILL.

FRANZ JANSZOOON POST 1612-1680 THE SUGAR MILL.
REPRODUCED IN COLOR
CATALOGUE NOTE THE PRESENT PAINTING
DEPICTS A BRAZILIAN SUGAR MILL
AND PLANTATION HOUSE SET IN A LUSH TROPICAL LANDSCAPE.

'FRANS POST 1612 1680 UNE HABITATION DE PLANTEUR PRÈS
MAY 26TH, 2020 - 15 MAR 2014 FRANS POST 1612 1680 UNE HABITATION DE PLANTEUR PRÈS DE LA RIVIÈRE PARAIBA AU BRÉSIL OIL ON CANVAS MUSÉE DU LOUVRE STAY SAFE AND HEALTHY PLEASE PRACTICE HAND WASHING AND SOCIAL DISTANCING AND CHECK OUT OUR RESOURCES FOR ADAPTING TO THESE TIMES'

frans post 1612 1680 pubhist
April 23rd, 2020 - frans post 1612 1680 dutch painter and draftsman overview works

265 neeltje köhler ed painting in haarlem 1500 1850 the collection of the frans hals museum gent 2006 gee s keyes susan a well governed colony frans post s illustrations in caspar barlaeus s history of dutch brazil in the rijksmuseum

bulletin 59'

post frans jansz old master paintings sotheby s
May 29th, 2020 - 1 pedro amp bia correa do lago frans post 1612 1680 catalogue

raisonné milan 2007 2 correa do lago op cit pp 208 9 no 55 reproduced only one dated work is known from the following year 1664 and two from the preceding year
'list of paintings by frans post
june 2nd, 2020 - this article lists paintings by frans post 1612 1680 a dutch golden age artist who was the first european to paint landscapes of the americas frans post disembarked in brazil in 1637 following the retinue of john maurice prince of nassau siegen who had recently been appointed as the governor of the dutch possessions in northeast brazil by the dutch west india pany'

'frans post view of olinda brazil 1662 artsy
June 1st, 2020 - dutch 1612 1680 follow show artist insights landscape in brazil frans jansz post 1652 frans post animals in brazil at rijksmuseum frans post landscape in brazil frans jansz post 1652 frans post animals in brazil at rijksmuseum related works most similar permanent collection jacob van ruisdael'"frans post 1612 1680 catalogue raisonne correa do lago
May 20th, 2020 - this is the first catalogue raisonn of frans post 1612 1680 published in over 30 years post is the first trained artist from the old world to paint landscapes of the americas he lived seven years in brazil 1637 1644 where he painted seven canvases that are highly regarded today and were the subject of an exhibition at the mus e du louvre in paris in 2005'"12579434 VIAF
MAY 18TH, 2020 - FRANS POST 1612 1680 OBRA PLETA FRANS POST E O BRASIL HOLANDÊS NA COLEçãO DO INSTITUTO RICARDO BRENNAND CATáLOGO DA EXPOSIçãO FRANS POST LE BRÉSIL à LA COUR DE LOUIS XIV FRANS POST OS DESENHOS FRANS POST SEUS QUADROS BRASILEIROS FRANS POST THE BRITISH MUSEUM DRAWINGS FRIBURGUM GARASU GEZICHT OP HET EILAND'"frans post google arts amp culture
june 1st, 2020 - nov 17 1612 feb 17 1680 frans janszoon post was a painter during the dutch golden age he was the first european artist to paint landscapes of the americas during and after the period of dutch"'FRANS POST 1612 1680 PAINTERS OF THE PAST SOUSA LEAO
MAY 18TH, 2020 - FRANS POST 1612 1680 PAINTERS OF THE PAST HARDCOVER JANUARY 1 1973 BY JOAQUIM DE SOUSA LEAO AUTHOR SEE ALL 2 FORMATS AND EDITIONS HIDE OTHER FORMATS AND EDITIONS PRICE NEW FROM USED FROM HARDCOVER PLEASE RETRY 7 48 3 50''curious creatures frans post and brazil codart
june 3rd, 2020 - in 1636 the artist frans post 1612 1680 travelled to brazil then a dutch colony under the patronage of governor johan maurits of nassau post spent seven years drawing the exotic flora and fauna of
Brazil the country continued to inspire him when he returned to the Netherlands in 1644.

Frans Post Infogalactic The Planetary Knowledge Core

August 18th, 2017 - Frans Janszoon Post 17 November 1612 17 February 1680 was a Dutch painter. He was the first European artist to paint landscapes of the Americas and therefore of South America in 1636. He traveled to Dutch Brazil at the invitation of Johan Maurits van Nassau Siegen.

'Frans Post Online Artcyclopedia

April 27th, 2020 - Frans Post Dutch Baroque Era Painter 1612 1680 Guide to Pictures of Works by Frans Post in Art Museum Sites and Image Archives Worldwide'

'Post Frans Jansz 1612 1680 LC Linked Data Service

May 15th, 2020 - Found Bruin Alexander De Frans Post Animals in Brazil 2016 Biography Pages 8 9 Frans Jansz Post 1612 1680'

'Post Frans Jansz Museo Nacional Thyssen Bornemisza

June 2nd, 2020 - Post Died In Haarlem In 1680 Born In Haarlem Into A Family Of Artists Post Was A Dutch Painter And Printmaker Whose Father Was A Master Stained Glass Maker And Brother An Architect Frans Jansz Post Haarlem C 1612 1680 Print Page Share On Born In Haarlem Into A Family Of Artists Post Was A Dutch Painter And Printmaker Whose'

'Img 1239 Frans Post 1612 1680 Haarlem Paysage Brésilien Av

May 17th, 2020 - Frans Post 1612 1680 Haarlem Paysage Brésilien Avec Manoir Et Moulin À Sucre Brazilian Landscape With Manor House And Sugar Mill Schwerin Staatliches Museum La Peinture Européenne Et Le Dialogue Social Il Est Impossible De Rien Prendre À L Art Médiéval Si L On Ne Prend Pas Quel Espace De Liberté Y Est Consenti À L Artiste'
Curious Creatures Frans Post Amp Brazil
June 1st, 2020 - He Identified The Drawings As Being By The Dutch Artist Frans Post 1612 1680 Created Between 1637 And 1644 When The Artist Lived In Brazil Post Is Well Known For His Brazilian Landscape Paintings Featuring A Wealth Of Exotic Creatures However Until De Bruin S Discovery Not A Single Animal Or Plant Study By The Artist Was Known'

'FRANS POST 1612 1680 ETHNO HISTORIC REPRESENTATIONS
APRIL 23RD, 2020 - FRANS POST 1612 1680 FEBRUARY 08 2019 FRANS POST BY FRANS HALS FRANS POST WAS A DUTCH PAINTER AND THE FIRST EUROPEAN ARTIST TO PAINT THE LANDSCAPES OF SOUTH AMERICA HE STAYED IN DUTCH BRAZIL FROM 1637 UNTIL 1640 PERNAMBUCO POSTA HOLANDA'

'frans post 1612 1680 catalogue raisonné book 2007
May 12th, 2020 - this is the first catalogue raisonne of frans post 1612 1680 published in over 30 years post is the first trained artist from the old world to paint landscapes of the americas he lived seven years in brazil 1637 1644 where he painted seven canvases that are highly regarded today and were the subject of an exhibition at the musee du louvre in paris in 2005'

'POST FRANS JANSZ 1612 1680 ENCYCLOPEDIA
MAY 13TH, 2020 - POST FRANS JANSZ 1612 1680 FRANS JANSZ POST WAS A DUTCH PAINTER KNOWN FOR HIS BRAZILIAN...
LANDSCAPES BORN IN HAARLEM IN THE NETHERLANDS POST WAS THE NEPHEW OF THE NOTED ARCHITECT PIETER POST FAMOUS FOR HIS WORK ON THE MAURITSHUIS AT THE HAGUE'

'frans post wikipédia a enciclopédia livre June 6th, 2020 - frans janszoon post leyden 1612 haarlem 17 de fevereiro de 1680 foi um pintor neerlandês atuou durante o século de ouro nos países baixos e foi o primeiro artista a pintar panoramas nas américas junto albert eckhout é considerado um importante artista holandês a serviço de nassau na itiva que o apanhou ao nordeste do brasil em meados do século xvii''FRANS POST GOOGLE ARTS AMP CULTURE APRIL 10TH, 2020 - FRANS POST NOV 17 1612 FEB 17 1680 FRANS JANSZOON POST WAS A PAINTER DURING THE DUTCH GOLDEN AGE HE WAS THE FIRST EUROPEAN ARTIST TO PAINT LANDSCAPES OF THE AMERICAS DURING AND AFTER THE PERIOD OF DUTCH BRAZIL IN 1636 HE TRAVELED TO DUTCH BRAZIL IN NORTHEAST OF SOUTH AMERICA AT THE INVITATION OF THE GOVERNOR JOHAN MAURITS VAN NASSAU'

'curious Creatures Frans Post And Brazil National May 3rd, 2020 - In 1636 The Artist Frans Post 1612 80 Travelled To Brazil Under The Patronage Of Governor Johan Maurits Of Nassau At This Time A Large Area Of North Eastern Brazil Was A Dutch Colony Post Spent Seven Years Drawing The Exotic Flora And Fauna Of Brazil The Country Continued To Inspire Him When He Returned To The Netherlands In 1644'

'post Frans Jansz 1612 1680 Social Networks And May 9th, 2020 - Post Frans Jansz 1612 1680 Frans Jansz Post Artist File Study Photographs And Reproductions Of Works Of Art With Acpanying Documentation 1930 1990 Graphic Piled By Staff Of The Museum Of Modern Art New York Frick Art Reference Library Of The Frick Collection'
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